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ABSTRACT

A growing cataract can be detected at the molecular level using the technique of dynamic light scattering (DLS). However, the success of this method in clinical use depends upon the precise control of the scattering volume inside a patient's eye and especially during patient's repeat visits. This is important because the scattering volume (cross-over region between the scattered light and incident light) inside the eye in a high-quality DLS set-up is very small (few microns in dimension). This precise control holds the key for success in the longitudinal studies of cataract and during anti-cataract drug screening. We have circumvented these problems by fabricating a new DLS fiber optic probe with a working distance of 40 mm and by mounting it inside a cone of a corneal analyzer. This analyzer is frequently used in mapping the corneal topography during PRK (photorefractive keratectomy) and LASIK (laser in situ keratomileusis) procedures in shaping of the cornea to correct myopia. This new instrument and some preliminary clinical tests on one of us (RRA) showing the data reproducibility are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cataract is a leading cause of blindness all over the world. Since this disease has no medical cure except the surgical removal of the opacified lens, it is proving to be a major public health burden. It is estimated that more than 70 million Americans will have cataract in year 2030 compared to 34 million figure today. The problem in Africa and India is already out of control with cataract extractions taking place at relatively young age (in the 40's). Foster1 estimates that in 20 years, in spite of surgical efforts by ophthalmologists, and because of the aging of the world population, there will be 200 million eyes legally blind worldwide from cataract. The social repercussions of visual impairment due to cataract are growing. In a recent Salisbury Eye Evaluation (SEE) project, Rubin2 has shown that 1/3 of all vision impairment in patients (≥ 65 years) is due to cataract. This could lead to dependency on others, reduced physical activity, social isolation, and even death. For example in many communities in the United States driving an automobile is the primary means of transportation and is considered an integral part of one's mobility and therefore quality of life. Recently Owsley3 linked cataract as the leading cause of vision impairment in older adults, affecting almost half of those over 75 years of age. She estimates that older drivers are the fastest growing group of drivers in the United States. By the year 2024 one out of every four drivers on the road will be over the age of 65, and for every 100,000 miles driven, the crash rate of older drivers is twice than that of younger drivers. Thus the need to control this disease is much greater today than ever before. Kupfer4 estimates that a delay in cataract formation of about
10 years would reduce the prevalence of visually disabling cataract by about 45%. This scenario has raised enthusiasm and optimism among various groups of biochemists, e.g., suggesting both high-tech and low-tech solutions such as the use of drugs like glutathione, pentethine, aldose reductase inhibitors, vitamin supplements, and drinking red wine and (green) tea. But the methods in clinical use for quantifying cataract remain quite primitive and at best elusive at the level of early detection. These include Snellen acuity charts, contrast sensitivity tests, visual function questionnaires, examinations under direct and indirect ophthalmoscopes, slit-lamps, Scheimpflug, and retroillumination imaging. In 1988, based on a study of 1350 patients observed under a slit-lamp apparatus, LOCS (lens opacification classification system) was developed to standardize the photographs of the lens. Later, Chylack et al. developed LOCS-II which gives four standards for analyzing nuclear region, cortical and subcapsular regions, and one standard for the brunescence (color) in the nuclear region of the lens. In 1996, World Health Organization (WHO) simplified the cataract grading system by proposing three standards for nuclear opalescence. But to this date the methods described above have failed to detect and grade cataracts reliably and quantitatively at their early stages of formation and hence no accurate method is available to test the efficacy of possible medical cure for cataracts. Benedek et al., were the first to use QELS (quasi-elastic light scattering) to study cataractogenesis, using conventional optical setups. Ansari et al., and Rovati et al., have described newly developed fiber-optic based compact and extremely sensitive instrumentation for the early detection of cataracts, vitreous modalities, and corneal structures using DLS methodology. In these instruments DLS was used in slit-lamps and Scheimpflug cameras. Recently Ansari et al., have shown that a growing cataract can be detected using DLS at the molecular level; much earlier than any state-of-the-art clinical methods in use today. However, the success of these methods in clinical use depends upon the precise control of the scattering volume inside a patients' eye and especially during patients' repeat visits. This is of great importance in the longitudinal studies of cataract and during anti-cataract drug screening. This is important because the scattering volume inside the eye is very small (few microns) in dimension. Slight variation in the measurement site inside a patient's lens can cause significantly different values in measured parameters of interest. In this paper we have circumvented these problems by fabricating a new DLS fiber optic probe with a working distance of 40 mm and by mounting it inside a cone of a corneal analyzer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A corneal analyzer (Optikon 2000 Keratron, Italy) was modified by placing a DLS fiber optic imaging probe inside its cone as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the optical system. The probe design and its general description has been given earlier by Ansari et al. The major difference here is that the probe used in this study has a focal length of 40 mm from its front surface. This allows plenty of room to work with and an enormous comfort to a patient during the measurements without touching the sensitive corneal tissue. A further advantage is the alignment feature of this device. The front-end eye piece is equipped with two fiber optic position sensors on extreme (equatorial) ends. An infrared (IR) beam of light passes through one fiber and collected by another. When this IR beam is intercepted by the cornea (see figures 1 and 2) the instrument is aligned with the apex of the cornea. The IR beam does not pass through any other ocular tissue. Thus the actual laser light used during the 2-5 second DLS measurement is never used to align the instrument, making it much safer for human use. The laser light (λ=665 nm, Power 80µw) is transmitted by a compact backscatter fiber optic probe to the eye. The Brownian motion of the protein crystallines inside the lens is monitored. The scattered signal is guided back to a photodetector through the probe where it is amplified, discriminated, and converted into TTL logic pulses. A fiber optic probe comprising two monomode optical fibers and two micro lenses, as illustrated in Figure 2, provides a compact and remote means of studying the dynamical characteristics of the macromolecules in the eye. The probe has a length to width dimension of 3.175 cm x 3.175 cm. The fiber optic probe contains the necessary optics to perform DLS measurements at a scattering angle of 154°. Two monomode optical fibers, each housed in a stainless steel ferrule, are mounted into a separate stainless steel housing. An air gap is intentionally left between the fiber housing and the lens housing in order to produce a tightly focused spot in the scattering volume. The two optical fibers in their housings are aligned and fixed into position off-axis with the micro lens. The two housings are placed
Figure 1. The front and cut-away view of a modified corneal analyzer (Keratron) with DLS probe.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the optical system.
inside a third (outer) housing made of stainless steel, and the back end of the housing is covered with a heat- shrink tubing. The two free ends of the optical fibers were terminated with FC/PC-type male connectors for easy mating with the laser detector module, containing the laser and the APD (avalanche photo diode) photodetector.

The Keratrum Corneal Analyzer utilizes an infra-red detector that pin-points the exact location of the corneal vertex. Detailed description of the corneal geometry reconstruction with this instrument is given by Mattioli and Tripoli\textsuperscript{[1]}. Using the CCD camera located in the center of the cone (Figure 2), an operator, using a joy stick, centers the cone with the optical axis of the eye to view the active image of the patients' eye on the instrument's built-in CRT screen as shown in Figure 3. While depressing the foot switch, the IR detection system automatically sends a signal to the computer instantaneously grabbing the image when the desired position of the cone has been achieved. The operator simultaneously depresses the "Remote DLS" button, which in turn activates the laser and starts the digital autocorrelator for the DLS measurement. The patient reports seeing a defused speckle light pattern during the 5 second DLS measurement.

The laser and the data acquisition program has been pre set to run for either a 2 second or 5 second measurement duration. When these two operations have been completed, the operator can save and view both the DLS data as well as the corneal mapping data. The operation sequence is shown in Figure 4.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

In our experiments, visible light of 665 nm wavelength from a laser diode (power 80μw) is focused into a small scattering volume inside the patient's lens. The detected signal is processed via a digital correlator to yield a time autocorrelation function (TCF). For dilute dispersions of spherical particles the slope of the autocorrelation function provides a quick and accurate determination of the particle's translation diffusion coefficient, which can be related to its size via a Stokes-Einstein equation, provided the viscosity of the suspending fluid, its temperature, and its refractive index are known. The self-beating experiments reported here measure a normalized intensity-intensity temporal autocorrelation function $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ which is related to the normalized electric field temporal autocorrelation function of the fluctuations in the scattered light amplitude $g'(<\tau)$ via the Siegert relation,

$$g^{(2)}(\tau) = A[1 + \beta |g'(\tau)|^2]$$

where $A = <i)^2$ is the average D.C. photocurrent or the baseline of the autocorrelation function, and $\beta (0 < \beta < 1)$ is an empirical experimental constant and is a measure of the spatial coherence of the scattering geometry of the collection optics which can be related to signal-to-noise (S/N) and hence considered a measure of the efficiency of a DLS spectrometer. Earlier studies of protein diffusivity in eye lenses by Benedek et al\textsuperscript{[2]} have established the presence of two decay constants. Equation 1 can be re-written in terms of a fast and a slowly decaying component due to alpha crystalline diffusion and its larger aggregates respectively,

$$g^{(2)}(\tau) = l_a \exp (-D_a q^2 \tau) + l_{\alpha A} \exp (-D_{\alpha A} q^2 \tau)$$

where $l_a$ and $l_{\alpha A}$, $D_a$ and $D_{\alpha A}$ are the scattering strengths, and corresponding translational diffusion coefficients due to small $\alpha$ crystallines and their larger aggregates in an eye lens respectively and $q = [(4\pi/\lambda)\sin(\theta/2)]$ is the magnitude of the scattering vector. The Stokes-Einstein relation $[D = KT/6\pi\eta R]$ together with the knowledge of the scattering strengths from each size species leads to a particle size distribution. For the human lens the viscosity ($\eta=0.6915$ centipoise) and a refractive index ($n$) of 1.333 at a body temperature of approximately 37°C was used to extract macromolecular sizes. The autocorrelation functions of the human lens were analyzed using the commercial data inversion routines supplied by the Brookhaven Instruments Corporation (Holtsville, NY). These include a double exponential and an exponential sampling program.
Figure 3. Instrument in clinical operation

Figure 4. Data acquisition and analysis block diagram
4. RESULTS

4.1 Scheimpflug Imaging

We studied both eyes of a 48 year old volunteer (RRA) under a National Eye Institute Intramural Review Board approved clinical research protocol for preliminary testing of the new device. Informed consent was obtained and a complete eye examination was performed including a dilated slit lamp eye examination. This confirmed that both eyes were normal with clear corneas and lenses (LOCS-II nuclear color and opalescence of grade 0). Scheimpflug imaging was performed using the Zeiss Scheimpflug camera and NEI Scheimpflug image analysis system described by Datiles et al. This is shown in Figure 5. The mean nuclear densities for both left and right eyes were found to be 0.02 ODU (optical density units). These are within normal limits. The lens thickness (anterior-posterior) for the right and left eyes were found to be 3.96 mm and 3.92 mm respectively, both also within normal limit.

![Scheimpflug image of left and right eye](image)

**Figure 5.** Scheimpflug image of left and right eye

4.2 Measurement of Ocular dimension with ultrasound

The corneal tissue is the highest refractive ocular tissue and can be detected very easily by its refractive properties. Unfortunately the transparent nature of the lens and vitreous makes it very difficult to place any markers for position referencing. We therefore measured the ocular chamber dimension with an ultrasound probe (OcuScan by Alcon Biophysics) to make sure of the position in the nuclear region of the lens tissue scanned by the DLS probe. Figure 6 shows this measurement. The axial length (along the optical axis) of the right eye was found to be $22.22 \pm 0.25$ mm. It is further broken down in terms of anterior chamber (cornea and aqueous = 2.41 mm), lens (4.18 mm), and vitreous (15.63 mm). The left eye was found to have an axial length of $23.02 \pm 0.14$ mm, anterior chamber being (2.99 mm), lens (4.06 mm), and the vitreous (15.97 mm).
4.3 Corneal Morphology

We also studied the morphology of the corneal endothelium by measuring its cell density using the technique of specular microscopy (Model SP8000FA Specular Microscope by Konan Medical Corp.). This endothelial cell count is generally considered an index of corneal health. The measurements are shown in Figure 7. The corneas were found to be in excellent health with endothelial cell densities of 2890 ± 71 cells/mm² and 2817 ± 80 cells/mm² for the right and left eyes respectively. A cell density of greater than 2250 is usually assigned to a healthy (normal) cornea. The corneal thickness was found to be normal: 0.515 mm and 0.534 mm for the right and left eyes respectively.
4.4 DLS Measurements

The eyes were dilated using 1% mydriacyl and 2.5% epinephrine eye drops. Only one eye at a time was dilated and used for measurements. The DLS measurements were performed at several different times (or sittings). In order to test the reproducibility of DLS measurements during patient’s return visits, after each measurement, the patient was released and brought back after being away from the examination room from several minutes to several hours. A few of these typical measurements (time auto correlation functions or TCF’s) for the left eye are presented in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Clinical Instrument Data Repeatability Tests (Patient Return Visits)
Time autocorrelation function (TCF) Profiles.](image)

A quick glance of this data indicates that the slopes of these curves (a measure of diffusion coefficient or particle size) remain constant. However, the baseline values do vary slightly. But, as shown below, this difference is small and does not affect the final outcome. The data is analyzed using the technique of double exponential (eqn. 2) and results are presented in Figure 9. The fast decaying component represents the diffusing motion of alpha crystallines and the slower component represents larger aggregates and/or protein complexes. The fast component diameter is found to be very consistent in different sittings with a value of 41.14 ± 2.85 nm (within 7%). The slower component is found to be 3.08 ± 0.52 μm (within 17%). These uncertainties in the reproducibility of DLS lens data is very good considering the various variables at play in such a measurement, e.g., the statistical nature of the scattered photons, the polydisperse nature of the lens, scattering from lens fibers, patients’ fixation on a target, breathing, etc. This point is further described below in a model experiment.
Figure 9. Size distribution using double exponential analysis of protein crystallines during patient's return visits.

- Slow Component (Aggregates and higher molecular weight complexes)
- Fast Component (α crystallines)
5. DISCUSSION/MODEL

At a first glance the uncertainties 7% (fast component) and 17% (slow component) in data reproducibility reported above appear large. This should be expected because the ocular tissue is far from an ideal solution as it contains three different types of proteins (α, β, and γ crystallins), their aggregates, and other higher molecular weight protein complexes. Furthermore, these moieties are not completely spherical. We carried out detailed investigation of the DLS data reproducibility under ideal conditions. We made DLS particle size measurements in separate aqueous solutions (0.01% wt/vol. concentration) and a mixture of 50 ± 5 nm and 930 ± 10 nm standard spherical particles of polystyrene. The binary mixture of these particles approximately mimics the polydispersity conditions encountered in the lens. The smaller and larger particles represent the fast α-crystallines and the slower aggregates, complexes etc. respectively. In a well controlled DLS experiment of homogeneous solutions of small spherical particles of diameter (50 ± 5) nm, at a delay time of 10-2520 microseconds, we obtain an average value of (42.49 ± 1.45) nm. This value is reproducible within an uncertainty of 3.5%. For a monodisperse system of (930 ± 93) nm diameter particles, at a delay time of 100-23200 microseconds we recover size (diameter) value of 934.51 ± 89.48 nm (within 10%).

![Size distribution of monodisperse particles using exponential sampling analysis.](image1)

![Size distribution of a binary mixture of particles using double exponential analysis of a cataract model.](image2)

Figure 10. Size distribution of a binary mixture of particles using double exponential analysis of a cataract model.
These measurements were made in 5 seconds duration time. A duration time of 30 seconds results in better statistics. But in the interest of patient safety we prefer 5 second runs. For the binary mixture the fast component is recovered as 50.90 ± 3.60 nm (within 7%) and the slow component as 1088 ± 170 nm (within 15%). The goodness of fit plots (figure 11) show that both the human lens data and the model experiment data is adequately described by the double exponential method. Furthermore data can be analyzed by both double exponential and multiple exponential schemes as show in figure 10. This simple model suggests that the uncertainties in the reproducibility of DLS data from the ocular tissue is very reasonable considering the statistical nature of the scattered photons and a complex mix of different proteins and their aggregates or protein complexes.

Figure 11. Residuals (Goodness of fit) plot.

a) Patient's typical eye data.  b) Polydisperse model mixture.
6. CONCLUSIONS

A new instrument combining DLS with corneal topography is found to be very sensitive and reliable in going back to the same location in the lens during patient's repeat visits. The unambiguous data obtained in this study is important in planning a longitudinal study of anti-cataract drug(s) screening soon to begin at NEI. A model based on observed polydispersity of the lens proteins describes the statistical uncertainties in the measurements. Finally, the patient did not report any discomfort during or after the DLS measurements.
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